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University of North Carolina at Greensboro Chancellor Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr.
AURA/UNCG
What makes him a Power Player: In six years as chancellor of the Triad’s largest university, Gilliam has grown UNCG’s enrollment and increased research and educational opportunities. Gilliam helped secure $105 million in funding for a nursing and STEM building at UNCG from the Connect NC bond referendum, which opened this year, and has spent much of the last two years guiding the school’s response to the pandemic. Gilliam has championed UNCG’s Millennial Campus, through which it can pursue public-private real estate development along Gate City Boulevard and Tate Street, to connect the school with the surrounding community. UNCG also recently launched a fundraising campaign with a goal of $200 million.

**Phone:** 336-334-5266

**Address:** P.O. Box 26170, Greensboro 27412
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- Triad university launches $200M comprehensive fundraising campaign
- Triad schools earn high rankings in U.S. News' Best Colleges for 2022
- UNCG, NC A&T to help establish Science and Technology Center
Meet the Power Players leading the Triad forward (GALLERY)

Charming Charlie, Paparazzi Accessories to open stores at Friendly Center

Power Players 2021/New to the helm: Summer Johnson McGee

Power Player 2021: Taylor Williams, Williams Development Group

San Jose State to pay $1.6 million to 13 students in sexual harassment case

Power Player 2021: Carl Armato, Novant Health

Latest People on the Move

Lynanne Ne... Diversified Trust...

Denise Cleve... The Integral Gro...

Vicki Lundy ... The Integral Gro...

Brenda Diggs IFB Solutions Bo...